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Abstract: In this paper, we present an agent-based model for exploring the interplay of basic structural and socio-cognitive factors and conventional water saving measures in the evolution of domestic water use in metropolitan areas. Using data of Barcelona, we discuss three scenarios that involve plausible demographic and cultural trends. Results show that, in the three scenarios, aggregate outcomes are consistent with available conventional modelling (while total water use grows, per capita water use declines); however, the agent-based simulation also reveals, for each scenario, the different dynamics of simple policy measures with population growth, cultural trends and social influence; thus providing unexpected insights for policy design.
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1. Introduction

Climate change is posing severe threats to socio-ecological systems [1,2], in particular the water domain, especially in terms of water security and hence social welfare [3–5]. Additional pressures are of various kinds (e.g., population growth, cultural changes, and ageing infrastructure) and thus the challenge on water governance and management becomes all the more essential. Besides the direct impact of these foreseen changes, water management will have to face the increased complexity which arises from the dynamic interdependency of these factors [6]. Consequently, anticipating these future trends and designing policies to cope with them becomes a key management requirement for both companies and public regulators. This paper is concerned with the task of sifting through the interconnections of the socio-cognitive, demographic, and technological factors that are involved in domestic water use in order to design adequate policy interventions. For instance, reducing water use may be necessary to increase the socio-economic system’s resilience and sustainability, but driving the system towards this end would need concomitant investments and social practices that may entail new regulations, incentives and cultural change as well; this puzzle should then be translated into policy instruments and tested.

In this context, exploring the water use trends that urban areas will exhibit in the near future is fundamental. Increasing evidence indicates that domestic water use in many cities of the developed world has declined during the last decades [6]. Water pricing and taxation, technology-based efficiencies, and rising environmental awareness by citizens may be cited as the most significant reasons behind this decline. However, population concentration in urban areas is expected to increase from 55% up to 68% by 2050, which will entail a higher water demand [7]. In particular, demographic trends point towards smaller families and single households [8], which leads to smaller housing units and, as a consequence, to a
potential increase in water use per capita due to the loss of economies of scale. With this in mind, structural trends in the aggregated water use involve a combination between smaller and more numerous households on the one hand and decline in water use per capita on the other hand. This begs the question: To what extent the trend towards declining domestic water use will offset the aggregated water demand in urban areas in the future?

However, the effects of structural factors regarding housing, water availability, water-related domestic technologies and citizen awareness may be ambiguous, especially if considering that these aspects can be significantly substantially affected by public policy and significant events in the context of global change. Not surprisingly, water research is engaged in visualising feasible future-scenarios to anticipate, avoid and mitigate undesirable states, and even engage stakeholders into action [9]. In this context, modelling systems constitute an essential resource to visualise possible scenarios and also examine alternatives for managing those plausible scenarios. Modelling is useful because it contributes to understanding and structuring the phenomena, and then test policy design and assess its expected outcomes [10,11]. Once the model has been developed with a purpose in mind (which is an essential topic in model-based science [12,13]), varying input values for variables and parameters are used to simulate different scenarios, and obtain insights for contingency plans as well as arguments for agenda-setting. In many cases, rather than predicting the future, model and simulations serve to explore and assess a range of possible futures, thus enabling a more pro-active and flexible response ([11–15]: First, because they allow for speculation on potential situations; and second, because they can be the basis for decision-support systems for testing and monitoring policy instruments to produce and judiciously steer the current situation towards sensible futures.

With this standpoint, it is not surprising that the role of socio-cognitive behaviour of policy stakeholders has drawn scholarly attention (see [15–17]). In an urban context, households’ behaviour is driven by diverse motivations and interests [18,19]. Specifically, in the water domain, many works have already pointed towards including sociological variables (not only economic incentives and information) to study human behaviour with respect to water systems [20–22]. Conservation practices, for example, may arise from motives beyond saving money; namely, preserving the environment, adopting social norms or complying with civic duties [20,23–25]. Environmental psychology has also discussed how addressing collective environmental problems effectively depends on enhancing the understanding of the socio-cognitive factors involved (see [26]). In the modelling of water systems, socio-hydrology is interested in the connexion between the water cycle together and social behaviour, and the need to include concepts from social and environmental psychology [22]. The main argument is that water systems cannot be understood without considering human culture, values, and social institutions (and vice versa) [26–28].

Agent-based modelling (ABM) is a promising approach for putting this perspective into practice [28–30]. In ABM (or agent-based social simulation) one models agent beliefs (or mindframes) and social conventions as the basis for the simulation of actions and social interactions of individuals, or groups of individuals, within an artificial social environment. Since the implemented agents are meant to exhibit a realistic social behaviour in the domain of interest [31], one can use them to simulate micro-level interactions of multiple heterogeneous agents at the micro-level that eventually produce social phenomena at the macro-level (see [32]). ABM, as other approaches in social simulation, is used to develop greater understanding of the complexity of interconnected societies, providing grounds for the confluence of other scientific disciplines such as biology, sociology, or economy [31,33].

In the water domain, ABM techniques have been used to model water resources management, including urban water demand [34,35]. Mashhadi Ali et al. [36] developed a framework to explore the dynamics of water supply and demand, modelling the interaction between the households and the water utility manager. However, the application of ABM in the water sector taking into account the moral, socio-cognitive dimension of the environment is incipient: Moss and Edmonds [33] studied the effects of social influence on domestic water demand. Galán et al. [37] used an ABM as a complementary tool to
examine the causal relationships present in the water demand in metropolitan areas (e.g., opinion diffusion, technologies adoption, and urban dynamics). Schwarz and Ernst [38] modelled the diffusion of water-saving technologies by clustering the population into five profiles in accordance with their lifestyles and values.

Building on this scholarly tradition, this paper presents an agent-based model to simulate future domestic water use in metropolitan areas. The aim of the model is to illustrate the use of agent-based simulation for supporting speculation about the effects of policy measures. The method is to explore the interplay of structural and socio-cognitive factors with simple policy measures. More specifically, the model represents a metropolitan area composed by multiple households, designed with several characteristics: households pay for the water they use to meet their needs. Moreover, households can adopt water-saving technologies or practices, according to their motivations, in order to adapt to contextual factors. Also, households may influence each other to a certain degree. Three scenarios are simulated, which represent plausible social, demographic, and cultural evolution trends for a metropolitan area.

The model considers only two very “primitive” policy means: Water-saving requirements for new households and water tariffs. However, simulations with the three scenarios reveal how the application of these measures impacts on domestic water use, and this depends on the cultural profile of households as well as the demographic evolution of the metropolitan area. The variation in the different scenarios illustrates the usefulness of this approach for policy design.

The model is built using the features and data of the metropolitan area of Barcelona. However, because these data involve urban features that are common to medium size cities in developed countries, the model may easily be adapted to the situations and conditions of similar metropolitan areas. Moreover, the model is flexible enough to readily use it for policy interventions that respond to other policy-makers interests and needs.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Water Use Modelling and Socio-Demographic Factors

Water use modelling has typically focused on socio-demographic factors [39,40]. The perspective is that water is linked to multiple uses and thus contributes to meet different human needs [41]. According to [42] there are three groups of basic needs:

1. The needs of individuals as biological organisms;
2. The requisites of coordinated social interaction between individuals; and
3. The survival and welfare needs of groups.

Although domestic water use contributes to all three of these groups (Table 1), some uses are usually seen as non-essential, such as water-based recreation (e.g., swimming pool) or social-status enhancement (e.g., ornamental gardens) [39]. In modern housing, these non-essential uses are usually linked with outdoor uses. In contrast, indoor uses are mainly focused on physiological and hygienic needs, which explains why (indoor) water use is acknowledged to be inelastic. Hence pricing-based policies usually have little effect on water use [20,24]. Therefore, it is common to consider different housing types or economic classes to explore water trends [39]. Households are often approached as the key agent (i.e., decision-making unit) to analyse the relationships between population and domestic water use, since such domestic uses are done at the household scale [40,43]. Usually, only basic actions are considered relevant for domestic use modelling, such as demanding water and adopting water-saving behaviours [44]—leaving out a variety of factors and variables [45]. Hence, exploring future scenarios of domestic water use should account for socio-demographic trends, concerning population growth, household sizes, and housing typologies. In the context of urban areas of the developed world, socio-demographic trends indicate a future reduction in household size towards smaller or single-person household units, leading to an increase in housing demand for smaller flats, preferably rented than in ownership [8].
Table 1. Household attributes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Instantiation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Income (EUR/year)</td>
<td>[3000, 80,000]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size (members)</td>
<td>[1, 6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Housing type</td>
<td>High-; Mid-; or Low-density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value profile</td>
<td>Client; Techno-optimist; Committed; Environmentalist</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water technology</td>
<td>See Tables 2 and 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water practices</td>
<td>See Table 4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attributes (1–6) are based on input data (real-data or scenario assumptions) and attributes (5–8) evolve as a result of the simulation. Table 1 summarizes their content.

2.2. Including Socio-Cognitive Factors in Water Management

Values have been broadly studied in individuals’ pro-environmental behaviour [45,46]. They are defined as transcendental beliefs that refer to desirable goals and motivate action [42] and play an active role in intentional human behaviour regardless of whether reasoning about them is conscious or not [19]. Values are part of the cognitive system and are intrinsically connected with other cognitive components like mental models, that are used to understand and interact with the environment [47]. They provide explanations and inferences about diverse phenomena such as personal traits [19], emotions [48], and attitudes [49]. In sum, values are drivers for decision-making and goal-setting of individuals, which eventually shape the social outcome of the system, thus influencing human well-being and ecosystems’ health [22].

Motivational factors (which are highly related to values [18,19]) involved in conservation practices and water use have been categorised differently in different works. However, the underlying approach that considers water domestic use and conservationist behaviour as a social dilemma usually concurs: using water brings personal comfort and convenience, but some water use practices can come at the expense of the public interest [20,24]. In other words, water conservation can imply a collision between individual and social interests. For instance, Hamilton [20] distinguished between economic and idealistic motives, which resembles the distinction between materialist and postmaterialist needs defined by Inglehart [50]. While economic motives focused on the self-interest, idealistic motives concerned the contribution to more transcendental goals such as protection of the environment. In this line, Schwartz [18] postulated one dimension of values that opposed self-enhancement (focused on personal needs) to self-transcendence (focused on social needs). Other scholars have refined this view: De Groot and Steg [48], working on the Schwartz’s theory, considered necessary to decouple self-transcendence in order to distinguish between social and biospheric motives, thus proposing egoistic motives on the one hand, human-altruistic and biospheric-altruistic values on the other hand. More recently, Steg et al. [23] suggested to consider hedonic (i.e., effort avoiding, excitement seeking) and gain goals (i.e., economic and status gains) versus normative goals (i.e., exemplar behaviour).

Although more research about the diversity of socio-cognitive factors involved in households’ water use is needed, these factors are acknowledged as essential for building better models [22,44].

2.3. Agent-Based Modelling and Social Simulation

Technically speaking, agents are entities that can perceive the environment in which they are situated and act autonomously according to an internal model of rationality [51]. With this in mind, Artificial Intelligence (AI) consists of exploring and developing faculties for artificial agents (i.e., computer agents) so that they can perform a specific function or task, thereby creating artificial intelligences. For the purposes of this research, the task is to build the socio-cognitive model of the agent which, given an input of information about the environment, outputs a realistic behaviour. Therefore, deploying a society of artificial agents enables to simulate social trends under different scenarios.
It is true that other computational approaches have been used in water use forecasting. For instance, several machine learning models have been used to predict urban water management. Machine learning is nowadays based on computational statistics techniques to generate models that enable artificial agents to learn from historical data and then infer patterns or generalisations. However, this requires large data sets of well-structured problems, which is not often the case for social phenomena (e.g., lack of data, unreliable data, and multiple models for different domains). Although machine learning can be useful for well-structured and recurrent problems which can be approached by statistical correlations (as urban demand evolution [52,53], dynamic pricing of water resources [54], prediction of daily peak demands, or prediction of network failures [55], this method may not be entirely suitable to explore possible future scenarios that represent disruptions from “business-as-usual” trends. Furthermore, recognising socio-ecological systems are complex, it is important to be aware of the assumptions and causal dynamics considered in the models [56].

One of the main limitations of agent-based modelling is to build realistic but simple models [26,57]). Many social and psychological theories are not easily translatable into computational models that can account for the behaviour of large numbers of individuals. Thus, representing the cognitive system of agents, including values, motivations and biases, is a great challenge when modelling socio-environmental systems [57]. Hence, many scholars have criticised social-simulation models, claiming they are artificial and even erroneous and that their hypotheses and assumptions have been built to fit the data (i.e., over-fitting) and therefore have not been properly validated [14,37]. However, it is important to note that an agent-based simulation does not really predict, but rather clarify the dynamics of the system under diverse conditions [15]. Actual prediction, regarding the complexity of societal systems, is practically impossible, due to the interdependence between environmental, economic, social, political, and cultural aspects [10,58]. This view assumes that the long-term macro-behaviour is consequence of many short-term micro-decisions, being the former likely to be predicted in rough terms. Prediction in agent-based models usually refers to “the ability to reliably anticipate data that is not currently known to a useful degree of accuracy via computations using the model” [14].

Thus, agent-based modelling is a useful methodology to consider the interaction of heterogeneously motivated agents, which enables to combine cognitive factors (e.g., lifestyles, personal views, values, norms, goals, and motivations) to socio-demographic variables. This is becoming increasingly relevant for water research (see [21,22]). In order to explore social behaviour, one can assume different distributions of behavioural archetypes for large numbers of individuals, there will always be some agents that aim at contributing to social welfare while other focus on their personal interests. With this in mind, different population distributions are expected to lead to different outcomes.

2.4. Relevant Socio-Cognitive Processes for Water Use Modelling
2.4.1. Adoption of Conservation Practices or Technology

According to Fishbein and Ajzen [59], behavioural intentions are determined by (1) attitudes towards the behavioural outcome; (2) subjective norms (i.e., normative pressure to perform a behaviour); and (3) perceived behavioural control (i.e., perceived ease or difficulty of performing the behaviour). This resembles other social cognition constructs for agents’ goal-setting: A construct that represents the reward, utility, or desirability of the outcome; and a construct that refers to the feasibility or capacity of achieving that outcome [19]. It is known that these assessments depend on the values, skills, and personal traits of agents: For instance, the desirability is assessed with respect one’s personal motivations, while the assessment of feasibility is modulated by one’s risk-aversion.

These views can be easily articulated with the behavioural model from Fogg [60], which expresses behaviour as the consequence of the interaction of three factors: (1) Motivation; (2) ability; and (3) triggers. According to this model, for a target behaviour to happen, an agent requires sufficient motivation, sufficient ability and, most importantly, and effective
trigger (without an appropriate trigger, behaviour will not happen, despite motivation and ability being high). Translating these factors into decision-making, motivation can refer to perceiving the new situation (i.e., having adopted the object practice or technology) as rewarding with respect to one’s values in comparison to the current situation. Ability is connected with the affordances of the system [61] or control of the agent [59]. In essence, ability is the capacity of the agent to perform an action within the system—for instance, the agent is capable to buy and have the appliance installed. Finally, the trigger refers to appropriate context or state of affairs that stimulates the agent to act.

Interestingly, Lam [62] distinguishes two type of measures for water conservation: Curtailment measures, which are usually changing use habits (e.g., shorter showers); and efficiency measures, which are based on installing efficient water-use technologies (e.g., water-saving shower heads), and recognises that the second implies more elaborate assessments. This “reasoned assessment” usually involves weighing costs and benefits [23].

Modelling utility assessments in water use is not trivial. On the one hand, habit adoption is often related to tolerance towards loss of short-term utility. For instance, for households that value wealth, one may consider that money savings associated with conservation practices are often negligible in comparison to losses of convenience (i.e., effort avoiding, and comfort). In technology adoption, although water-efficient appliances have a relevant impact in water use. In this sense, water savings are not the main factor when assessing the adoption: Other factors are more relevant (for instance, a dishwasher is more likely to be bought due to comfort increase rather than water savings), because water costs are usually a negligible fraction of the households’ expenses for wealthy users [20]. Thus, some factors in adoption decision-making processes are difficult to be modelled in a way to avoid that model becomes too complicated and involves too many factors and variables [63].

2.4.2. Social Influence in Water Use

It is hard to find evidence that supports a clear-cut causality between values and actual decision-making. Thus, it is easier to focus on people’s habits and practices (that is, what they actually do) which are part of a specific historical, social, cultural, and educational context [3]. As a consequence, culture, social norms and social effects are often included to explain environmental behaviour (see [59,62]). In this connection, it is acknowledged that diffusion of innovations (i.e., practices, ideas or products) over time within a social system has a significant component of social influence and peer effects. The rationale is that individuals share information and learn from each another, being more likely to adopt when interacting with someone who has already adopted the innovation [64,65]. This makes the social network of the system especially relevant, since the topology influences the spread of the innovation and the contagion processes.

However, in the specific case of water practices and technologies, they tend to be often invisible to neighbours, since they occur within the household, thus constituting a barrier to imitation. Nonetheless, water-related behaviours do depend on given socio-cultural habits: For example, showering every day, or even more than once a day, may be explained because of a shared, socially established hygiene norms. Therefore, while indoor uses are often invisible, outdoor uses are subject to imitation, since they are symbols of social status [39].

3. Model

3.1. Model Overview

The model we discuss in this paper simulates water use in an ideal metropolitan area. The main assumptions are the following.

- The only agents in the model are households.
- Households use water to fulfil their needs and pay for it.
• The use of water in a household depends on the characteristics of the household, its profile, which include socio-economic, cultural, and water saving technologies and practices.
• Households may be connected with other households and thus be subject to mutual influence.
• The city is subject to demographic change; that is, the population of households changes over time, new households (with their own profiles) come into the city while others leave, and through this demographic process the cultural and economic composition of the city evolves.
• City authorities establish water-saving requirements for new households
• City authorities charge for the water households use according to a tariff that is larger for higher users

Simulations start with an initial population that evolves according to a population growth function, and because the demographic composition changes, water use also evolves. At each point of the simulation, each household determines how much water it needs and is charged for it; whether to adopt or abandon water-saving practices or water saving technologies; and whether it influences or is influenced by the behaviour of other households. At each point of the simulation, there is also a renewal of households according to the population growth function that determines the replacement (and addition) of households, as well as the profiles of new households.

The point of the simulations is to observe how micro-behaviour of households, their decisions on water use, is reflected as emerging macro-behaviour (like aggregated water use, average per-capita use) under some assumptions about the population dynamics and the type of water-saving devices used by authorities.

In this paper we explore three scenarios all of which start with the same initial conditions:
• The first scenario, is a ceteris paribus baseline. Household profiles are based on the actual data for the Barcelona metropolitan area. Household sizes, housing typologies, water-efficient domestic fixtures, water prices and taxation, and citizen awareness remain stable in the future. Population grows according to the current (official) demographic parameters for Barcelona.
• The second scenario reflects an influx of smaller households into the high-density areas of the city. Thus, household sizes decrease, housing typologies observe a significant increase of small flats; water-efficient appliances experience a substantial increase, water prices and taxation increase (for instance, to consider the costs of new water treatments), and also does environmental awareness.
• The third scenario reflects a contrary evolution. Household sizes increase (due, for example, to immigration waves), housing typologies observe a balanced distribution between large and small flats, water-efficient appliances increase only slightly; water pricing and taxation decrease (due, for example, to public subsidies or more cost-efficient policies by companies and regulators), and environmental awareness remains stable.

3.2. Entities and Assumptions

The model assumptions are intuitively discussed in this subsection, but their precise interpretation is given in the Appendix A. Similarly, the dynamics of the model are discussed in Section 3.3, and the details are made explicit in the Appendix A. The results of the simulated scenarios are discussed in Section 4. Model parameters and simulation inputs are based on empirical data. The key ones are: Initial demographic and household profiles and the basic population growth function are based on data from the Barcelona metropolitan area and the Spanish Statistical Office (INE). The source and rationale for these and other parameters is discussed in the Appendix A. The model is implemented and simulated in NetLogo. Experiments consist of 30 simulations for each scenario with a population of 300 households.
3.2.1. Individuals

Households are the only kind of agent in the model. They are characterised by the following eight attributes (see Table 1):
1. Income (sum of household members’ incomes; 3000, 80,000).
2. Size (i.e., number of members; 1–6).
3. Housing type (occupancy density of the building where households are located; high, medium, low).
4. Value profile (motivation and disposition towards water-saving practices and technologies; four profiles presented below).
5. Water practices (i.e., use habits, Table 2).
6. Water technologies (i.e., appliances and fixtures; Table 3).
7. Water demand.
8. Water bill.

*Housing type* represents the type of building the household lives in. Three housing types are considered: *High-density housing* (e.g., apartments in multi-storey buildings); *mid-density housing* (e.g., apartment blocks with shared garden and often with shared swimming pool); and *low-density housing* (e.g., condominiums and detached houses). In practice, housing type discriminate through outdoor domestic water uses of the household. While *high-density housing* does not have outdoor uses, *mid* and *low-density housing* has gardens and may have swimming pools. Gardens for *mid* and *low-density housing* differ in area (assumed to be 50 and 200 m$^2$ respectively). Likewise, swimming pools in *mid-density housing* are assumed to be smaller, in order to reflect that they are shared between multiple households (0.2 pools/household for *mid-density housing*, in contrast to 1 pool/household for *low-density housing*).

The fundamental assumption of the model is that households change their behaviour in response to water-related feedback information. However, households’ changes respond to different motivations that are modelled with the household *value profile* (attribute 4 above). Four *value profiles* are defined from two main motivations (that reflect dispositions towards water-saving practices and technologies and the preponderance of the two main motivational factors mentioned in Section 2.4: Self-interest and self-transcendence (see [18]):

1. **Clients**: Households whose motivation is focused on money savings and who are more prone to consider appliances than habits to reduce their water use.
2. **Techno-solutionists**: Households whose motivation is focused on money savings and who only consider new appliances to reduce their water use. However, they can imitate the practices of neighbours.
3. **Committed**: Households whose motivation is focused on water savings and who are equally likely to consider appliances or practices to reduce their water use.
4. **Environmentalist**: Households whose motivation is focused on water savings and who only consider practices to reduce their water use.

There are nine potential *water uses* in each household (Table 2). *Water use* for each these is modelled as a combination of the “magnitude” associated with a *technology* (Table 3) and a use associated with a *practice* (Table 4). Note that “efficiency” is meant as a catchword to distinguish between water saving measures: for instance, in the case of showers, we distinguish between “high-efficiency shower” (3 min) and “low-efficiency shower” (6 min); similarly for the washing machine, and washing dishes. Therefore “efficiency”, in this case, can be understood as satisfying a need with the least possible amount of resources and it stands for “long shower”, “more-frequent laundry”, etc-
Table 2. Main water domestic uses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Use</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General hygiene</td>
<td>Water for hygiene-related activities (e.g., washing one’s hands, brushing one’s teeth)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>Water for discharging (mainly) organic waste of physiologic origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing the dishes</td>
<td>Water for washing and rinsing dishes and kitchenware</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doing the laundry</td>
<td>Water for washing clothes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shower</td>
<td>Water for washing one’s hair and body</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consumption Maintenance</td>
<td>Water for cooking or drinking. Many households use bottled water</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>Water for cleaning the house and irrigating indoor plants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming pool</td>
<td>Water for irrigating outdoor plants</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Water technologies considered for household.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Use</th>
<th>Appliance or Technology</th>
<th>Floor Magnitude</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>General hygiene</td>
<td>Regular faucet</td>
<td>12 L/min</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faucet with aerator</td>
<td>6 L/min</td>
<td>3 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishes</td>
<td>Dishwasher</td>
<td>15 L/t</td>
<td>300 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
<td>Regular washing-machine</td>
<td>100 L/t</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>New washing-machine</td>
<td>50 L/t</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>Regular toilet</td>
<td>6 L/t</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Double-discharge toilet (3/6L)</td>
<td>4.5 L/t (avg)</td>
<td>40 EUR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shower</td>
<td>Regular shower-head</td>
<td>12 L/min</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shower-head with aerator</td>
<td>6 L/min</td>
<td>20 EUR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Water practices considered for households.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Use</th>
<th>Practice or Habit</th>
<th>Time or Frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shower</td>
<td>Low efficiency</td>
<td>6 min/p-day, 6 t/p-week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High efficiency</td>
<td>3 min/p-day, 6 t/p-week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General hygiene</td>
<td>Inappropriate use</td>
<td>3 min/p-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>1.5 min/p-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>Inappropriate use</td>
<td>6 t/p-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Conventional</td>
<td>4 t/p-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishes</td>
<td>Faucet, Inappropriate use</td>
<td>8 min/HH-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faucet, conventional</td>
<td>4 min/HH-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dishwasher, low efficiency</td>
<td>2 t/HH-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dishwasher, high efficiency</td>
<td>1 t/HH-day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
<td>Low efficiency</td>
<td>2 t/HH-week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High efficiency</td>
<td>1 t/HH-week</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden</td>
<td>High-demand garden</td>
<td>See Table A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low-demand garden</td>
<td>See Table A3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming pool</td>
<td>Annual filling and maintenance</td>
<td>70 m³/pool-year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Triannual filling and maintenance</td>
<td>24 m³/pool-year</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.2. Social Model

Social influence is a key element in the adoption of practices and technologies. Innovations are said to diffuse through social networks [64]. Nonetheless, the replication of social networks regarding domestic water use in metropolitan areas is not trivial. On the one hand, social interaction may happen in multiple ways (including digital interaction) and thus not only determined by spatial proximity. On the other hand, water use is not a topic that, in regular conditions, receives much attention, there is practically no regular
contact between households and water utilities outside of paying the water bill [66] and it is said that the water service enters to their minds only when the tap water has a bad taste or scent, or when the water bill arrives [67].

In this model, households’ social network is based on one premise: In general terms, households may be influenced only by a few other households (e.g., close friends or family) to which there are connected, regardless of their spatial proximity. The members of two connected households may have contact within their houses (thus, being able to observe others’ indoor practices) or, alternatively, their interaction over time may bring about discussions about water use (indoor and outdoor). Following this assumption, the social network of households is replicated by a “small world” network [68]: Households are linked with four other households on average, who are also likely to be connected with each other.

Homophily is introduced in the social network by considering the similarity between households. The assumption is that households are more likely to be influenced by households who share their characteristics. Hence, links have a weight \( w_{\text{link}} \) savings/cost rate, which ranges from 0 (minimum) to 1 (maximum): On the one hand, if the linked households have the same housing type, \( w_{\text{link}} \) increases by 0.5; on the other hand, if the two households have the same value profile, \( w_{\text{link}} \) increases by an additional 0.5. In other words, two households who share the housing type and the value profile are connected by a link whose weight is 1, and can influence each other with regard to water use (indoor and outdoor). In contrast, two households who differ in their housing types and value profiles cannot be directly influenced because they are connected by a link that has null weight.

Furthermore, households whose housing type is mid or low-density are connected through an additional social network. In this case, it is not defined by social circles, but rather by the fact they share a physical space and thus they can see others’ outdoor practices. In other words, mid and low-density households are subject to an additional social process concerning outdoor practices. This social network is generated by making a mid or low-density household to connect to a random mid or low-density household. This way, some households are highly connected (their reference network is larger), while some households only see a few households.

The idea is that social influence reflects that households hold tradition and conformity as values [18], because they want to do what others do at least to some degree, which can produce social norms. Hence, if one practice is adopted as a planned decision (i.e., it is useful with respect to the households’ motivations), it is more likely to diffuse through the social network.

3.2.3. Scale

The spatial scale of the model represents a metropolitan area, although it is convenient to mention that a spatial dimension is not explicitly taken into account. The model simulates 15 years of activity through discrete one-month steps.

3.2.4. Initialisation

The distribution of household sizes and household incomes is based on statistical data from the Barcelona Metropolitan Area. In particular, household size is based on data of the province of Barcelona [69], while household income is based on data of the region of Catalonia ([70]) (see Appendix A for further details).

Households are randomly given a housing type, a value profile, and a social network. A household with one member is more likely to have an income lower than 9000 EUR/year than a household with two members, but they have the same likelihood to live in a particular housing typology and to have a particular value profile. The input profile of the population is 25% of each value profile. The initial housing type is 80% high-density, 15% mid-density (of which 80% have shared swimming pools), and 5% low-density (of which 20% have swimming pools). Households start with what is assumed a regular practices and common technologies (Table 5).
Table 5. Initialisation of practices and technologies of households.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Domestic Use</th>
<th>Practices</th>
<th>Technologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shower</td>
<td>High efficiency</td>
<td>Regular shower-head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General hygiene</td>
<td>High efficiency</td>
<td>Regular faucet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toilet</td>
<td>High efficiency</td>
<td>Regular toilet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dishes</td>
<td>Low efficiency</td>
<td>Regular faucet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laundry</td>
<td>Low efficiency</td>
<td>Regular washing-machine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garden (in case)</td>
<td>High-demand garden</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimming pool (in case)</td>
<td>Triannual filling</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.3. Process Overview

The following procedures are executed sequentially each time-step of one month (see Appendix A for further details):

1. **Water use**: Households demand water for their domestic uses according to their habits and appliances, for which they receive a water bill.

2. **Adoption assessments**: Households may be triggered to adopt a practice or technology in order to adapt their water-related behaviour to their contextual factors in accordance with their motivations. Households choose one appliance or practice (from a list of options) and assess their choice. If the assessment is successful, the practice or appliance is adopted.

3. **Abandonment assessment**: Households may be triggered to abandon a practice, households choose one appliance or practice (from a list of options), and assess their choice according to their interests. If the assessment is successful, the practice or appliance is adopted.

4. **Social influence**: Households can imitate neighbours’ practices. It is divided into:
   - (a) Close neighbours’ influence: Households can imitate neighbours’ indoor and outdoor practices.
   - (b) Spatial neighbours’ influence: Households can imitate neighbours’ outdoor practices.

5. **Population evolution**: Each year, the number of households of the system increases due to the population growth (approx 2.5%) and the socio-cultural composition of the population changes (due, for instance, to a demographic trend towards smaller families or single households). Note that, because of the randomness of the profiles of new households in each simulation step, the total population and number of households may be different for different runs. This differentiation process is accentuated when household renewal parameters are distinct for different scenarios (like the ones simulated in this paper). Since new household profiles are (randomly) obtained in each simulation step, household size tends to be different in each scenario; and although the size of the starting population is the same in the three scenarios, its evolution is different for each scenario (in general, S2 < S1 < S3).

3.4. Calibration and Comments

Calibration of the model has been done using descriptive statistics observed in other works, especially those indicators reported in the work of [39]. However, there are some differences with this later work. First, reported income is quite lower in comparison to [39], in which monthly income per family member is around 2000 EUR. According to the data from IDESCAT (Institut d’Estadística de Catalunya, Catalonia, Spain), this indicator is around 1000 EUR/month. Thus, the average expenditure of water utilities over the total income is greater, without taking the time span between the two works into account, in which water fees have been increased while salaries have decreased.

With proviso, simulating Scenario S1 reproduces some of the characteristic features observed in other works [39]. Figure 1 shows the economy of scale in water use: because water use in laundry, dishes, and maintenance benefits the whole household, regardless of
the number of members on average, households with fewer members use more water than households with more members.

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** Simulated average water use depending on the size and housing type of the household. Although the three housing types show economies of scale, the low-density housing is the one that exhibits a stronger decrease in the water use per capita due to outdoor uses. Note that the shape of the curves match the shape of equational models.

These trends are stronger for low and mid-density households, due to the water use for outdoor uses. While the difference between high and mid-density households is limited, low-density households stand out over the other housing types. In addition, the distribution of the water use among the domestic uses presents significant differences between the three housing types (Figure 2). Shower, bath and toilet represents approximately 75% of the total water use for high-density households. For low-density households, only the water use for the garden irrigation accounts for 40% of the total demand.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Simulated average water use for each domestic use depending on the housing type. The distribution of indoor and outdoor uses shows significant differences between the three housing types.

Significant differences appear for the three housing types, which are even stronger between seasons. While high-density households remain practically stable over the years, low and mid-density households exhibit demand peaks in summer due to garden irrigation (Figure 3).
Significant differences appear for the three housing types, which are even stronger in high-density households. Not surprisingly, low-density households are the ones that exhibit demand peaks in summer due to garden irrigation in winter. Taking all households into account, the average use is nearly 120 L/p·day in summer (mid and low-density households), their water use reaches 530 L/p·day in summer. Mid-density households present the same seasonal pattern (on average, 145 L/p·day over the year), although the magnitude of the peaks is limited due to their smaller gardens (225 L/p·day in summer and 105 L/p·day in winter). Taking all households into account, the average use is nearly 130 L/p·day, with peaks up to 155 L/p·day in summer (mid and low-density households’ summer use is distributed over all the population, due to the higher population of high-density households).

Water saving technologies and practices: Figures 4 and 5 show how households adopt technologies and practices in order to adapt their water use to their particularities. On the one hand, the most adopted technologies are the shower aerator, the bathroom faucet aerator and the double-discharge toilet. The reason is their better savings/cost rate. In contrast, appliances such as new washing machines and dishwashers, in spite of saving water, are not adopted due to their cost or low savings (which suggest that these appliances are adopted for reasons outside the water realm). On the other hand, shorter showers is the practice with greatest adoption rate, followed by more austere practices in laundry and lower-use garden vegetation (90% of the households with garden end up with this practice).

Figure 3. Simulated average water use for each domestic use depending on the housing type in Scenario S1.

4. Results and Discussion

To test the three scenarios, the model is initialised in the same way (that is, the setup is done with the same random seed and therefore the random variables are instantiated with the same values). Once the population is set up, the model takes a different seed to simulate the evolution of the state of affairs.

4.1. Scenario S1

The first scenario represents the baseline scenario, and serves to test some of the assumptions and make comparisons with other scenarios. In this scenario household sizes (i.e., number of members living in the household), housing typologies, water appliances, water fees, and citizen awareness remain stable in subsequent simulation steps. In this context, the population grows follows the description in Section 3.1.

Water use: In this scenario, per capita water use decreases over time: Households adapt to their environment taking their particularities into account (e.g., income, value profile, size) and, once they reach a satisficing outcome, they essentially do not modify their behaviour (Figure 3). At the end of the simulation, high-density households use approximately 120 L/p·day. Not surprisingly, low-density households are the ones that use a greatest volume of water, due to outdoor uses (the annual average is approximately 230 L/p·day at the end of the simulation). While in winter season their water use is low (nearly 100 L/p·day), their water use reaches 530 L/p·day in summer. Mid-density households use a greatest volume of water, due to outdoor uses (the annual average is approximately 120 L/p·day).
The only practices that change are those related to doing the laundry, showering, and the garden vegetation. Better water-saving habits like using the dishwasher or the faucet when doing the dishes are practically not adopted (nearly 0%). Better water-saving habits with regard to the swimming pool, the toilet, and the faucet in the bathroom are maintained over time (100% of households keep the high-efficiency practices they start with). Notice that the adoption rate for low-demand garden vegetation is referred to mid and low-density households.

Social influence and the way households look for new practices and technologies to adopt (see Appendix A) affect the outcome of the scenario (as shown in Figures 6 and 7).

On the one hand, when social influence does not occur, water use per capita is higher than the standard scenario, reaching 140 L/(p·day) at the end of the simulation. The reason is that efficient practices do not diffuse through the social network. Since many households remain within a satisficing state (either because their water bills are not expensive enough or their water use is not high enough) in the standard conditions, they do not initiate the adoption process on their own. Thus, the fact that other households start adopting practices, leads to some diffusion through the social system because of imitation.

On the other hand, if households can perform an optimal search (that is, they do not waste time looking for an innovation to outperform their already efficient behaviour), the water demand per capita is lower than the standard scenario, reaching a water use of 120 L/(p·day). Interestingly, while adoption rates of practices is quite higher, this affects negatively to the adoption of technologies negatively. Because in this model it is easier to adopt practices (given that they are cost free) and since practices can be easily spread.
due to social effects, household reach satisficing states “earlier” due to their habits, which prevents them from assessing technologies.
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**Figure 6.** Simulated average water use for variations of the scenario S1. Water use per capita decreases over time for all the three scenario variations. Results show that social effects contribute to reduce the water use. Likewise, if households are competent when searching for new practices and technologies to save water, water use decreases rapidly.

![Figure 7](image2.png)

**Figure 7.** Simulated average water use for variations of the scenario S1. All three variations exhibit an increase in the total water use because the population is growing.

### 4.2. Scenario S2

In this scenario, household sizes decrease and housing typologies show an important increase of small flats, as recent socio-demographic trends show [8]. Furthermore, water fees rise, as well as environmental awareness and the use of efficient water appliances (these technologies are mandatory in new housing since 2006 in Spain, so households already have them when moving to a house built after that year).

The model is initialised as discussed in Section 3.3., but the population changes specific for this scenario are: New households move to a high-density housing, start with the most efficient technology (except for doing the dishes, for which they have a faucet aerator and not a dishwasher), and have an environmentalist value profile. These new households only have 1 or 2 members (probabilities are distributed according to the relative weights shown in Table A1). Furthermore, water fees are multiplied by 3, but the blocks are kept intact.

As expected, water use per capita decreases. As the simulation advances, there are more environmentalist households that live in high-density housing and have more efficient technology. Thus, their average water use at the end of the simulation is circa 100 L/p-day
despite having fewer members (in comparison to the 120 L/(p·day) of the scenario S1). Besides, the higher water fees have an effect on mid and low-density households: All households are induced to adopt low-demand vegetation in their gardens (100% of the households with garden adopt this practice). Thus, mid and low-density households demand, on average, 130 L/p·day and 210 L/(p·day) respectively. If considering all the population, the water demand is 110 L/(p·day) on average, with peaks in summer up to 130 L/(p·day).

The results suggest a form of the so-called Jevons Paradox: While households reduce their water use per capita due to technological and socio-cultural trends, the aggregation of more households (due to the population growth) of smaller size (due to the demographic trend) losses some of the potential in water saving. The main reason is that smaller households cannot take advantage of economies of scale.

4.3. Scenario S3

In the third scenario, household sizes increase (due, for example, to immigration waves), housing typologies show a balanced distribution between large and small flats, water efficient domestic fixtures increase only slightly; water pricing and taxation decrease (due, for example, to public subsidies or more cost-efficient policies by companies and regulators), and environmental awareness remains stable.

New households move to high or mid-density houses (they are 1.5 times more likely to move to high-density housing than moving to a mid-density house) and start with the regular technology except for faucet aerators and a double-discharge toilet. New households can have any value profile, and their size is 5 or 6 members (probabilities are distributed according to the relative weights shown in Table A1). Water fees are multiplied by 0.5.

In this scenario, water use per capita also decreases in the scenario, presumably due to the evolution towards household with more members and a slight improvement in technologies. On average, high-density households use circa 110 L/(p·day) at the end of the simulation; mid-density households demand 120 L/(p·day) (90 L/(p·day) in winter and 175 L/(p·day) in summer); and low-density households use 220 L/(p·day) (95 L/(p·day) in winter and 505 L/(p·day) in summer). Taking all households into account, the average water use is circa 115 L/(p·day), with peaks in summer up to 140 L/(p·day).

The rate of adoption of practices is lower in this scenario. On the one hand, new households already start with some high efficiency technologies. On the other hand, mid and low-density households pay lower water bills, which is a weaker incentive to grow low water demand vegetation in their gardens (only 70% of the households with garden have this kind of vegetation).

4.4. Comparison Between Per Capita and Total Water Use

From now on, the average over the year is used, for a better comparison of the water use levels between scenarios.

All scenarios show an increase in total water use, as expected by the population growth (Figure 8). Scenario S2 has a decreasing trend at first, showing a rising trend at the end of the simulation. The reason is that population shift towards households in high-density households equipped with high-efficiency appliances can mitigate the greater demand associated with population growth. By comparison, scenarios S1 and S3 show increasing trends from the beginning. Scenario S3 involves a higher total demand due to a greater number of newcomers.
In contrast, all three scenarios present a decreasing water use per capita (Figure 9). While the scenario S3 is the one with highest total demand, it has a pronounced decrease in average demand (both caused by the growth of total population). Interestingly, if using the total demand divided by the total population as average indicator (instead of making the average of the average demand per person for each household), the result is nearly 10 L/(p·day) lower (106 L/(p·day), which contrast to the 116 L/(p·day) shown in Table 6). Scenario S2 has the strongest decrease, due to the transition high-density housing with efficient appliances (in this case, using the different average indicators does not show much difference). Since scenario S1 shows higher variation in housing types and household sizes, it also presents a higher average in water use. In this case, the difference is around 10 L/(p·day), being the first element greater than the second one.

![Figure 8. Simulated total water use for the three scenarios.](image)

![Figure 9. Simulated average water use for the three scenarios.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Average Use (L/p·day)</th>
<th>Average Size (Members/hh)</th>
<th>Total Population</th>
<th>Total Demand (m³/Month)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>3860</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>965</td>
<td>3080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1450</td>
<td>4590</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.5. Comparison Between Economic Impacts

Focusing on the economic impact of the water use on the households’ budgets, scenario S2 is the one with highest impact, while scenario S3 is the one with the lowest (Figure 10). It is not surprising, since the water fees are, respectively, higher and lower than usual.

Water demand per capita decreases in all three scenarios. In the scenario S2, it decreases due to the high-efficient appliances, while in the scenario S3 it decreases because of the larger-size households. As shown in Figure 10, water bills are lower than 3% of the total budget in most households (is the proportion is higher in summer for midland low-density households). However, there are households on which the water bill causes a great impact. All simulations produce households whose invoice relative to their income is between 5% and 10%, even larger, in some simulations, and thus they are outliers of the sample, i.e., values above the third quartile plus 1.5 times the interquartile range. These households do not use much water: Often they are high-density households with a low level of income (between 3000 and 9000 EUR/year). Moreover, although the water bills are less than 2.5% of the monthly income for most of the households in all the three scenarios, there are households for which bill may exceed a 5% of the income. In this case, the samples for each scenario are constituted of the populations of the 30 simulations altogether consequently, despite not occurring those many cases, they still appear to greater or lesser extent.

![Figure 10. Simulated invoice relative to the household income for the three scenarios.](image)

Even with a rudimentary model affordances and data sets, one may observe some aggregated behaviour that emerges from the micro-behaviours involved; yet two obvious immediate efforts can readily produce crisper insights. First, one would expect additional results will from the mere use of larger populations and larger simulation runs; second in this paper we just presented a very superficial exploitation of the model. In particular, with the current model one may draw better insights of the dynamics of water use with a more systematic analysis of the interconnections of variables. Such analysis can support some tuning of the policy measures. For instance, variations in the type and degree of social connectedness are reported only for scenario S1 and without any gradation to suggest the significance of the parameters involved. Likewise, the offsetting of household profile (household density and size, household value profile and water saving infrastructure) and water tariffs deserves a combinatorial analysis of sensitivity.

Using the current structure of the model the 5 submodels and the data classes involved (household profiles)—one may test other value-profiles, water saving activities and technologies, and different policy measures, to formulate alternative policy interventions and experiment with different scenarios to assess the effectiveness, acceptability, and value-alignment of their deployment.
5. Closing Remarks

Overview. In this paper we discuss an agent-based model to explore domestic water use in metropolitan areas under different scenarios. The purpose of the model is to illustrate the use of agent-based simulation as a tool for policy design, and more specifically to illustrate how agent-based modelling can support speculation about how policy interventions may shape plausible future situations.

The standpoint of the model is to represent relevant socio-cognitive aspects of a policy domain and its key stakeholders (like social influence, motivations and values, and cognitive heuristics) and articulate them into simulations involving population changes and policy interventions. The model focuses on households as the key decision-making unit in the case of urban water use, and combines socio-demographic variables with socio-cognitive factors deemed relevant in environmental and social psychology literature.

The parameters and variables involved in the definition of the model and the scenario definition are empirically based. Whenever possible, actual data from the metropolitan area of Barcelona is used for achieving realistic and coherent conditions.

The results of the simulations reported in the previous section, on the final aggregated and per-capita water use in the three scenarios agree with the results one can intuitively expect and the trends match results obtained with conventional equational methods. Both facts lend credibility to the results of this model. However, the purpose of our model was not forecasting the effects of demographic changes in Barcelona metropolitan area, but to visualize how the socio-cultural peculiarities of each scenario respond to very basic water saving policy interventions.

Simulations reveal that, while the increase in the number of inhabitants can lead to larger aggregated water demands, very simple policies can modulate technological and socio-cultural trends to reduce per capita water use. In some cases, the population evolution towards more households of smaller size means a loss of the potential for saving water, since smaller households do not benefit from economies of scale. Furthermore, this can exacerbate the economic impact on households with few members.

Even with the almost hands-off policies and the very crude characterisation of motivation profiles in our model, simulations hint at water saving policy interventions that deserve a more systematic analysis. Here are three obvious examples: (1) Simulations reveal that tariffs have a positive impact on aggregate water use when they become onerous for households with low occupancy; thus a steeper increment in tariff blocks may prove advisable, if politically feasible. (2) In some cases, the population evolution towards more households of smaller size means a loss of the potential for saving water, since smaller households do not benefit from economies of scale. Furthermore, this can exacerbate the economic impact on households with few members. (3) Simulations also reveal that municipal requirements that impose water saving technology adoption are obviously effective; however, their implementation and enforcement may require not only subsidies or other incentives, but elaborate campaigns. (4) Finally, the adoption of water saving practices, although dependent on the cultural profile, are susceptible to social influence. In fact, simulations show that the character of social connectedness influences in different degrees the adoption of conservation practices among households. Policymakers can use these simulation outcomes to develop strategies to enhance social learning.

The model has been based on available statistical data whenever possible, nevertheless the model includes some plausible albeit tentative assumptions. As suggested below, that points towards the need of field data and finer distinctions beyond the typical socio-demographic variables in order to avoid superfluous assumptions to support more sophisticated computational modelling. This is especially true for evidence-based policy design that better accounts for the behaviour of stakeholders.

Future work. The modest goals and achievements, as well as the acknowledged limitations of the model we presented here may be improved along these lines:

(A) Richer behaviour models: There may be considerable payoffs in sophisticating the model in two obvious directions: Cultural trends and social influence. More specifically,
(1) the four cultural profiles we use are rudimentary, but they are still useful to reveal differential behaviour that affects water saving practices. More nuanced environmental behaviour can be achieved by improving the decision-making models of individual households. This can be done by building on available solid research on motivational and ethical behaviour into agent architectures that can afford planning, motivations and awareness [71]. (2) Likewise, the literature on adoption of innovations provides well studied mechanisms and heuristics that can be tried and tested for environmental practices and technologies [72]. In addition to their use in individuals’ decision models, this line would be especially useful for a better modelling of social influence (for instance, household heuristics for water conservation practices and richer value-responsive household profiles).

(B) Richer policy interventions. Although the current model shows the effectiveness of the use of water tariffs and water-saving requirements for new households. The treatment of policy interventions can be improved with a sharper identification and modelling of policy means and ends. As discussed elsewhere (e.g., [73]), for this purpose, it is useful to, first, distinguish among three types of policy instruments (change affordances in the model, introduce norms and incentives, influence stakeholders’ decision-making models); second, to identify an appropriate set of values (for individuals’ motivations and for assessing policy outcomes); and third, to associate values with actions that are afforded to stakeholders and with norms and incentives to be imbedded in the model, commit to observable value indicators, scoring and aggregation functions, both for individuals and for the policy intervention.

(C) Better data. Lines (A) and (B) impose the need for a larger class of parameters to be included in the model. Sources for their instantiation will be of different degrees of availability and reliability; but even with rudimentary data sets some simulation results may still prove useful, as suggested here. The point is that a trade-off between model definitions and quality of the data needs to be analysed with the purpose of the model in mind. If that purpose is to support serious speculation for policy design, then explicit simulation assessment criteria should allow for judicious choices of data sets vs usefulness of simulation runs.

(D) Systematic analysis. This paper aimed only to illustrate the usefulness of agent-based modelling of certain type for support of policy design. The points stressed in Remark (C) should guide the performance of a systematic analysis of the model. Such analysis involves two complementary analyses, one of the results of the simulations, another of the quality of the model. The first type should follow standard methodologies for model testing, the second one deserves a concise mention.

Starting with explicit assessment criteria, one should evaluate the worth of the model in three contexts: The appropriateness of the model for the ultimate task (support of policy design); the soundness of the conceptual model for revealing relevant insights; the proficiency of the implementation of the model. These limitations together are meant to support the need for a systematic analysis of any model we suggest as a line of future work in the next section—

Extensions. The model presented here is conceived as a blueprint for other policy-support agent-based models of a particular class of phenomena involving structural and socio-cognitive factors, demographic change and conventional water saving measures. We foresee three natural extensions. First, enrichening of the model as suggested in Remarks 2.(B) and (C) above. Second, although the specifics are based on the metropolitan area of Barcelona, they should be easy to adapt to other metropolitan areas that share similar urban and social structures. Third, adaptation to other types of urban setting (beyond domestic water use and to other types of cities) may require a more thorough adaptation of behaviour and social influence models, as well as a different model for water related infrastructure and policy interventions. Nevertheless, the same blueprint should serve as a guide for the direction and depth of the adaptations. Finally, the blueprint should serve as prototype model architecture for other environmental policies where the analogous socio-cognitive, demographic, and environmental measures are characteristic.
This additional function as a prototype would then become a goal in model design for the extensions suggested in remarks 2.(B) and (C), and validated according to Remark 2.(D)

Agent based modelling for policy design. We have stressed that the intended function of the model presented here is to support policy design and we have drawn attention to the usefulness of supporting serious speculation about nonconventional scenarios. The reason is that such scenarios may include features that are out of ordinary models but whose inclusion in the model suggest significant effects, and for which some policy measures, in the model, may appear appropriate. Provided a sound analysis of the model is performed (along the lines suggested in Remark 2.D) it can be used to contrast and negotiate alternative policy interventions.

An added interest for the type of model we propose is that it is based on empirical data and may thus constitute a proficient tool for the design, negotiation and monitoring of evidence-based policy.
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Appendix A. Submodels

Initialisation

Household size and household income attributes are set up following statistical data from the Barcelona Metropolitan Area: Household size is based on data of the province of Barcelona (INE 2013) (Table A1); while household income is based on data of the region of Catalonia (IDESCAT 2013) (Table A2). Since the annual income is given as a range, the exact income within this range is generated randomly (uniform probability distribution). This income is assumed to be distributed equally over the year, and to not change along the simulation.

Table A1. Distribution of households according to the number of members (Source: [69]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Members</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distribution</td>
<td>23.4</td>
<td>32.9</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table A2. Distribution of households according to income and number of members (IDESCAT: [69]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Members</th>
<th>&lt;9000</th>
<th>9000–14,000</th>
<th>14,000–19,000</th>
<th>19,000–25,000</th>
<th>25,000–35,000</th>
<th>&gt;35,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 member (%)</td>
<td>27.3</td>
<td>26.3</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 members</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>12.4</td>
<td>16.6</td>
<td>20.9</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 members</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>37.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 members</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>25.4</td>
<td>42.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥5 members</td>
<td>13.2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>10.8</td>
<td>16.9</td>
<td>43.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Water use

For a particular domestic use, households have an appliance or technology (e.g., a water-saving shower head whose flow is 10 L/min) and a habit or practice (e.g., have a 5-min shower). Technology is linked to a particular domestic use because it is assumed to occur in different rooms of the house (for instance, general hygiene uses a faucet in the bathroom, and doing the dishes uses a faucet in the kitchen).

The water use of a household \( j \) is calculated as (Equation (A1)):

\[
D_j = \sum_{i=1}^{n} p_i \cdot t_{i,j}
\]  

(A1)

where \( p_i \) is the demand associated to the practice (Table 4) and it is the “magnitude” associated to the technology (Table 3) for a particular domestic use \( i \) (notice that the time of activities such as doing the dishes or showering represents the total time in which the tap is running. Thus, although activities are actually longer, the tap is not running all that time.) A household is afforded to use as much water as it wants, and there are no supply interruptions in the system. Values for practices and appliances for indoor uses have been estimated using multiple sources (e.g., environmental agencies’ campaigns, academic literature, and technical specifications of household appliances). More appliances and practices could be included in further updates of the model: For instance, practices’ demands could be represented by random distributions, in case of reliable data would be available.

Maintenance and direct consumption are decoupled from practices and technology because they are assumed to focus on a specific need of volume of water, rather than carrying out an activity. Direct consumption is estimated about 3 litres/(p·day)—3 litres/(p·day) are the biological requirement, but part of this amount is consumed through the water-fraction of food and part comes from bottled water (this model does not take into account virtual water, such as water contained in food). Maintenance demand is estimated about 50 litres/(hh·week) to clean and irrigate indoor plants. It is true, however, that behaviours could also affect this volume: For instance, irrigation of indoor plants or cleaning the house could spend different amounts of water, or members could drink more or less tap water.

Outdoor uses have been defined as follows. With regard to the swimming pool, ref [39] estimated that an average pool that is filled every year requires approximately 70 m³/year (considering stored water and evaporation losses). In the same work, it was reported that a pool is filled, on average, every three years. Accordingly, two practices are considered: annual filling, requiring 70 m³/(pool·year); and triannual filling, that requires 24 m³/(pool·year). These needs are assumed to be distributed equally over the year.

Garden irrigation needs have been calculated using the crop water requirements model from [74]. According to this model, the water requirement of a crop \( c \) is calculated as the reference evapotranspiration \( ET_{0,m} \) (i.e., climatic conditions) multiplied by a crop coefficient \( K_{c,m} \) for each month \( m \) (Equation (A2)). In some works, a density factor is added, which ranges from 0 to 1 (it is neglected in this model).

\[
ET_{c,m} = K_{c,m} \cdot ET_{0,m}
\]  

(A2)

Part of this water requirement is covered by precipitation. Effective precipitation \( P_e \) (i.e., the fraction of the total precipitation that can be used by crops) is roughly estimated as 80% of the total precipitation \( P_t \). When the crop water requirement is not covered by
effective precipitation (that is, $ET_{c,m} > P_{e,m}$), households irrigate their gardens with an irrigation system (whose performance is assumed to be 60%) (Equation (A3)). Finally, the total demand for garden irrigation is calculated as the crop irrigation $N_m$ multiplied by the garden area $A_{garden}$ (Equation (A4)).

$$N_m = \frac{ET_{c,m} - P_{e,m}}{0.6} \quad \text{(A3)}$$

$$D_{garden,m} = N_m \cdot A_{garden}. \quad \text{(A4)}$$

Values for evapotranspiration, precipitation and crop coefficients are presented in Table A3. Evapotranspiration values are taken from the data registered in Barcelona in 2019 (https://ruralcat.gencat.cat/web/guest/agrometeo.estacions, accessed on 24 April 2020), while precipitation values are the values for a normal year (http://www.aemet.es/es/serviciosclimaticos/datosclimatologicos/valoresclimatologicos?l=0200E&k=08, accessed on 24 April 2020). Crop coefficients are taken from cold-season turfgrass, which are used for calculating the water requirement of the high-demand garden. For the low-demand garden, coefficients are multiplied by 0.7, which represents that the garden combines turfgrass with other lower-demand vegetation (e.g., succulent plants).

Table A3. Climatic conditions and crop coefficients for garden water use.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Month</th>
<th>Evapotranspiration $ET_0$ (mm)</th>
<th>Precipitation $P_t$ (mm)</th>
<th>Crop Coefficient $K_c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>January</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>June</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>July</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>August</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>December</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Average</strong></td>
<td><strong>96</strong></td>
<td><strong>52</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adoption assessment

As discussed previously, adoption may be induced through a reasoned assessment, which includes a judgement about the ability of adopting successfully the innovation at issue. In this model, the adoption assessment model is inspired by the behaviour model from [60], being based on three components:

1. **Trigger**: When the state of some variables of the agent’s environment is discrepant enough with those desired (or satisfactory) states, the agent is triggered to act or adapt its behaviour. For instance, some households may be triggered to adopt water-saving technology when the water bill is too high according to their expectations. This means that, if the situation is not discrepant enough, agents will not change their behaviour (thus exhibiting some degree of inertia).

2. **Motivation**: It represents the contribution of the action to the agent’s motivations (in other words, the action’s benefit, utility, or rewarding value). Hence, this step implies some sort of evaluation mechanism (e.g., utility function or decision tree) to evaluate the action. For instance, purchasing a new washing machine that uses little water per load means to save money, which can be worthwhile for a household that values wealth.

3. **Ability**: It represents the capacity of the agent to perform the action, with respect to its skills, resources, or entitlements. Also, these capacities can be related to the affordances that the system gives to perform the action [61] (that is, the features of the system that support the effective execution of some action by agents). This step also implies some sort of evaluation of the action. For instance, technologies are
assessed with respect to its affordability; an obvious example is that an agent may be triggered and motivated to buy a new washing machine, but the appliance may be too expensive. These cognitive processes are implemented as follows: Once the agent’s trigger is activated, the agent chooses one practice or technology (see below for further details about this choice) and assesses the contribution to its motivation. If this contribution is satisficing, the agent assesses the ability to adopt. These steps represent the transition from non-adopter to potential-adopter, and from potential-adopter to actual-adopter [64]. Notice that this adoption process involves a comparison between the current situation and a hypothetical situation, whose assessment is based on the agent’s values and resources. Adoption only occurs when transiting from the current situation to the hypothetical situation increases the utility (necessary but not sufficient condition).

The implementation of this procedure is probability-based. Motivation is calculated by means of a utility function $U$ that outputs a score that ranges from 0 to 1 (Figure A1). Therefore, this score can act as a success likelihood. A random number from 0 to 1 is generated then; if it is lower than the success likelihood, the household continues with the adoption process, otherwise, the adoption is immediately rejected because it is not perceived as useful. The more the practice or technology contributes to the agent’s motivations, the more likely is the agent to adopt it.

![Utility function](image)

Figure A1. Utility function to calculate the contribution of adopting a technology or practice to a household’s motivations.

A similar procedure is implemented for the affordability assessment. In this model, ability is only assessed for technologies, since it is assumed that households have full control to change their habits, assumption that can be questioned if considering, for instance, the autonomy of the members within the household. Appliance adoption may be beyond the agents’ control due to their economic cost. An affordability index $A$ is calculated (Equation (A5)), similar to other agent-based models. Accordingly, the more expensive an appliance is, the less likely is the agent to adopt it. Likewise, if the water bill is high, the agent is less likely to adopt the appliance because it subtracts economic capacity to the agent. The index ranges theoretically from 0 (total capacity to adopt) to infinite (expenses are much heavier than resources). It is assumed that an index greater than 20 prevents the household from adopting the technology. A random number from 0 to 20 is generated; if it is greater than the index, the household eventually adopts.

$$A = 100 \cdot \left[ \frac{\text{monthly\_water\_bill} + \sum \text{technology\_cost}}{\text{monthly\_income}} \right]$$  \hspace{1cm} (A5)

According to these probability-based implementations, households can fail and make “irrational” choices. For instance, a household can reject a practice that contributes greatly
to their motivation, but can eventually adopt a technology that contributes little to one’s motivations and that is highly expensive. However, such cases are unusual.

As mentioned before, agents compare the current situation with a hypothetical situation to decide whether to adopt or not. This hypothetical situation is created by updating the current situation with a new practice or technology. The search procedure is relevant and reflects the cognitive skills of the agent.

It is well known that human beings are rationally bounded [75] and use multiple cognitive heuristics and are affected by several biases [76]. In a more practical way, this means that human beings look for satisficing solutions (i.e., suboptimal, but satisfactory) rather than optimal solutions, without considering all possible options. In the model, this is reflected as follows: The household chooses one random domestic use (probabilities are uniform) and then a practice or technology. For instance, a household may choose “shower” as domestic use, for which it will assess a particular practice or technology. The likelihood to choose between practices or technologies depends on the value profile (Table A4). Since in this model the set of options is limited, the household will always evaluate the option that it is not yet adopted (except in appliances for dishes, in which there are three options). Households are assumed to know about all options from the beginning, either practices and appliances that is, they can choose and assess any practice or technology, and know how to adopt them (the first assumption will avoid the typical S-shaped adoption curves, because the knowledge about innovation existence will not diffuse through the social network). Notice that households are not always “competent”: If a household has the most efficient technology and practice in a particular domestic use, they can still choose that use (thus, it is not an “optimal search”). This means that, although the trigger is activated, they can fail, because they cannot find anything more satisfying with respect to their motivations. For the sake of simplicity, mid-density households are able to change their outdoor practices on their own if they want. However, as actual mid-density households usually share a communal garden and a communal swimming pool, changing outdoor practice would probably involve agreement between all the involved households.

Table A4. Adoption process parameters according to value profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Probability (pract : tech)</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>1.5 · ΔD/B &gt; 3%</td>
<td>(0.2 : 0.8)</td>
<td>U (1.5 · ΔD/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno-optimist</td>
<td>2 · ΔD/B &gt; 4%</td>
<td>(0 : 1)</td>
<td>U (2 · ΔD/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
<td>D &gt; 140 L/p·day</td>
<td>(0.5 : 0.5)</td>
<td>U (ΔD/D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmentalist</td>
<td>D &gt; 120 L/p·day</td>
<td>(1 : 0)</td>
<td>U (ΔD/D)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: D is the water demand, ΔD is the water saving and B is the water bill. U refers to the function from Figure A1.

Abandonment assessment

One difference between technologies and practices in this model is that the first cannot be abandoned. Households can be triggered to abandon practices and then activate a reasoned process in which they assess whether the abandonment of an efficient practice is acceptable (i.e., the increase in the water bill or in water use is tolerable). The abandonment assessment process is similar to the adoption assessment process. If the trigger is activated, households assess whether the utility loss is tolerable which depends on the value profile of the household (Table A5 and Figures A2 and A3). Notice that this reveals that households have some values that are not explicitly modelled in the process: Because households are able to abandon “better” practices, they also value hedonism and convenience (for instance, a larger shower provides more satisfaction, although not reflected by any variable in the model, and it is acceptable as long as the increase in water use can be tolerated). Environmentalist households cannot abandon practices. This mechanism is assumed to capture the Jevons paradox: If efficient appliances are adopted (leading to lower water use and lower water bills), the abandonment process of efficient habits may be triggered, which can eventually lead to increase water use). In this case, in order to avoid that the abandonment process lead to the adoption of efficient practices, households cannot choose
domestic uses in which they already have the least efficient practice, which increases the likelihood to choose other domestic uses. This is easy to understand: in actual terms, agents are not deliberately looking for an action to use more water or to increase their comfort; rather, they are losing their motivation to make that extra effort, which is implemented by retrieving one least efficient habit to test against the practice they hold.

Table A5. Abandonment process parameters according to value profile.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Profile</th>
<th>Trigger</th>
<th>Motivation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Client</td>
<td>1.5 · ΔD/B &lt; 1%</td>
<td>𝐻_𝐿 (1.5 · ΔD/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Techno-optimist</td>
<td>1.5 · ΔD/B &lt; 1%</td>
<td>𝐻_𝐿 (1.5 · ΔD/B)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Committed</td>
<td>D &lt; 100 L/p·day</td>
<td>𝐻_𝐵 (ΔD/D)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmentalist</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: D is the water demand, ΔD is the water saving and B is the water bill, 𝐻_𝐿 and 𝐻_𝐵 refer to the functions from Figures A2 and A3 respectively.

Figure A2. Utility function to calculate the motivation when abandoning practices for client and techno-solutionist households. This lineal function maps money savings relative to water bill to a score. Notice that abandoning more efficient practices produces negative variations. If variation of the cost is high, the utility to abandon the practice is null; in contrast, if abandoning the practice does not change the situation, it leads to the maximum score. This means that, with the same water bill, households prefer to use more water (which reflects a value, although not being explicitly modelled).

Figure A3. Utility function to calculate the motivation when abandoning practices for committed and environmentalist households. This lineal function maps the water-saving loss (i.e., variation in water use) to a motivation score. If the variation is high, the motivation to abandon the practice is null. If abandoning the practice does not change the demand of water (which is only a theoretical case), it leads to the maximum score.
Water billing

This submodel is used to calculate the water bill of households of one month, following the tariff scheme of Aigües de Barcelona (see [77]), which is the metropolitan water utility.

In general terms, the domestic water use is charged by means of two components: a fixed service fee, that depends on the housing nominal flow (e.g., 0.40 m$^3$/h); and a variable amount, that depends on the volume of used water. Additionally, the water bill may include tributes and taxes. In this model, besides the fixed water service ($C_{w,fix}$) and the variable water use ($C_{w,use}$), a regional tribute ($C_{tribute}$) and a value-added tax of 10% are added (Equation (A6)).

$$C_{w,m} = (C_{w,fix} + C_{w,use} + C_{tribute}) \cdot 1.1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (A6)

It is assumed that all households have the same type of tariffs (nominal flow of 0.40 m$^3$/h), meaning that the service-fee is 7.54 EUR/month for every household. The variable concept is based on a block tariff, which applies a progressive fee according to the volume range of water used (Table A6). The volume ranges are set for a household of three members; if the household is larger, it is possible to widen their ranges (2 m$^3$/month per additional member in each block) (see [77]).

Table A6. Water tariff scheme (Source: [74]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Range (m$^3$/Month)</th>
<th>Price (EUR/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0, 6]</td>
<td>0.6087</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[6, 9]</td>
<td>1.2175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[9, 15]</td>
<td>1.8262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>[15, 18]</td>
<td>2.4349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;18</td>
<td>3.0436</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The regional environmental tribute is based on the one applied by the Catalan Water Agency, which is also calculated with the blocks scheme (Table A7) (see [78]). This tribute charges at least 6 m$^3$, in spite of the actual water use being lower, and its ranges can be widened if more than three people live in the household (3 m$^3$/month per additional member in each block).

Table A7. Water regional tribute (Source: [75]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Block</th>
<th>Range (m$^3$/Month)</th>
<th>Price (EUR/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>[0, 9]</td>
<td>0.4936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>[9, 15]</td>
<td>1.1370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>[15, 18]</td>
<td>2.8425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>&gt;18</td>
<td>4.5480</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to limit the model, it is assumed that households always pay their water bill, regardless of its impact on the household budget.

Social influence

In this model, social influence is based on imitation. Households can imitate their neighbours because they value conformity and stability and want to meet social expectations. This is implemented as follows: Households “observe” each of its neighbours and, if an event of probability $P_{imitation} = 0.10$ wlink succeeds, then they will imitate a practice of a random (but common) domestic use without assessing its utility. The more similar the households (represented by the link weight wlink), the more likely it is that they imitate each other. Notice that households can imitate both less-efficient or more-efficient practices.

Additionally, households with low or mid-density housing can imitate neighbours’ outdoor practices, following the same procedure mentioned before (considering wlink =1, since households cannot know whether they share values or not).
Evolution of the population

Each year, the number of households of the system increases. According to Spanish Statistical Office, between 2001 and 2011 the number of households grew approximately 27.5% at the national level, which is an annual increase of 2.456%. New households have a random size, a random income, a random housing type and a random value profile, and start with a particular set of technologies and practices. The implementation of this submodel (e.g., probability distributions, initial technologies, initial practices) depends on the scenario at issue.

To create their social network, new households connect to a random already-existing household, and then with two of other networks of the social network of this latter household. In case these new households have mid or low-density housing, their outdoor social network consists of linking to a random mid or low-density household.
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